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CECH ANALYTIC AND ALMOST A-DESCRIPTIVE SPACES 
P E T R HOLICKÝ, Praha 
(Received September 13, 1991) 
The notion of almost I\-descriptive spaces was introduced by R .W. Hansell in 
[Hi] in connection with the study of Banach spaces and their weak topologies. The 
notion of Cech analytic spaces was introduced by D. Fremlin [F] (for basic facts see 
[JNR], [K]), and the connection with Banach spaces was investigated in [JNR]. We 
add here some observations. We show in Section 1 that all Cech analytic spaces 
are almost K-descriptive (Theorem 1), which enables us to use the technique of the 
descriptive set theory to get some properties of them, a separation principle, results 
on measurable images etc. In Section 2 we give some results concerning the class of 
all almost A'-descriptive spaces. It is closed with respect to the Suslin operation and 
scattered unions (Propositions 2). We get a characterization of completely regular 
almost A'-descriptive spaces in Theorem 3. We notice the possibility of extending a 
result of [JNR] from the case of Cech analytic Banach spaces to the case of almost A'-
descriptive spaces, which gives the equivalence of the classes of almost descriptive and 
almost A'-descriptive spaces within the framework of Banach spaces and their weak 
topology. Hence, it follows from [JNR] and [IIj] tha t IQQ is not almost A'-descriptive. 
Throughout the paper all topological spaces are supposed to be HausdorfT. 
1. C E C H C O M P L E T E AND C E C H ANALYTIC SPACES 
We first recall tha t a topological space X is Cech complete if it is a Gs subspace 
of a compact space. Thus X is automatically HausdorfT and completely regular . By 
[Fri] the space X is Cech complete if and only if it is completely regular and there 
is a complete sequence of open covers 9/n, n = 0, 1, ..., in A', i.e. any filter & in X 
which has non-empty intersections with 9/n for each n = 0, 1, ... (we say that J* is 
a Cauchy filter with respect to ^ n ) , has an accumulation point, 
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A topological space X is called Cech analytic if it is in ^(JPUtf) = S^(dS) in some 
compact space, i.e. it is the result of the Suslin operation on sets from & (closed 
sets) and from *£ (open sets) or, equivalently, on Borel sets denoted by @ here. It 
is shown in [JNR] that X is Cech analytic if and only if it is completely regular and 
there is a separable metric space M and a Cech complete space Y C X x M such 
that X is the projection of Y along M. 
A family 9/ of subsets of a topological space X is said to be a scattered family if it 
is disjoint and its elements can be well ordered by < so that the union [j{V \V <U} 
is open in U ^ f° r every U € $/. We notice that the complete sequence of open 
covers tyn can be refined to a sequence of scattered covers by making differences 
in some well-ordering of any tf/n, and that the refinements of complete sequence of 
covers form always a complete sequence again. We also see that a set is scattered 
if its cover by singletons is a scattered family. Countable unions of scattered sets 
(cr-scattered sets) in metric spaces coincide with cr-discrete (both in the metric and 
in the topology) sets (this follows e.g. from Lemma 3 below), while all subsets of the 
space [0,A;] of ordinals a ^ 0 and a ^ K with its "order topology" are scattered, so 
e.g. [0,u>i] is a scattered space which is not ^-discrete (topologically). 
Now we refine the complete sequence of open covers in a regular topological space 
slightly more carefully. 
L e m m a 1. Let X be a regular topological space and let °}/n form a complete 
sequence of open covers. Then there is a sequence of disjoint covers yn such that 
(a) yn refines °l/n (thus yn is complete); 
(b) for Vn+\ G yn+\ there is a Vn £ yn with Vn+\ C Vn (thus yn+\ refines 
yn and, moreover, the accumulation points of every filter which contains Vn G yn, 
oo 
n = 0 , 1 , . . . are contained in f\ Vn); 
n=0 
(c) the elements ofyn may be well ordered by <<
n) so that \J{V G yn \ V <
( n ) VV} 
is open (in X) for each W G yn (thus yn are scattered). 
P r o o f . We put % = {X}. Let Tm and <<
m) fulfilling (a), (b), (c) for m^n 
be already established. Let -<(n) be a well-ordering of X such that x E\J{V £ yn \ 
V < ( n) VV} and y -<<n) x imply that y G U i ^ € rn \ V < ( n) W} for any W G r n . 
We now define yn+\ and <(
n + 1) by transfinite induction over (X, ^ ( n ) ) . Let the sets 
Vn+\(y) for y -<
(n) x be defined. We find Un+\ G
 <9/n+\ such that x G Un+i and 
(the only) Vn(x) G yn with x G Vn(x). We choose an open neighbourhood Wn+\(x) 
of x such that lVn+1(x) C Un-fi H U i ^ e yn \ V <:<
n) Vn(x)} and Vn + \(x) = 
Wn+\(x) \ \J{Vn+\(z) | z -<(») x}. We put yn+\ = {Vn+\(x) | x C X) and write 
V <("+!) W whenever V - Vn+i(x)and W = Vn+\(y) for some x, y G X with x -<:
(n) 
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y. Obviously, the families %, Yu . . . , 7 ^ + 1 (with the orderings < ( * \ . . . , <<
n + 1 ) ) 
fulfill (a), (b), (c). • 
Since every Cech complete space admits a complete sequence of covers and is 
even completely regular, we may apply Lemma 1 to it. Our aim is to get some 
parametrizat ion of Cech complete spaces. It is suitable to introduce some further 
notions concerning families of subsets of topological spaces. 
An indexed family (Ua \ a £ A) in X is called 3? a-decomposable if there are Ua,n, 
n = 0, 1 , . . . , such that Ua = \J{Ua)n | n £ u} and that the families {Ua.n | a 6 -4} 
have the property &. We use this notion for & being the class of all scattered 
families in the topological space X (s-cr-decomposable) or, especially, for &> being 
the class of all disjoint families 9 with a scattered base 38 in K, which means tha t 
38 is a scattered family in X which refines Q) and each element of 9 is the union of 
some elements of 38. We write sb^ —cr-decomposable in the latter case. 
The property to be sb^ —cr-decomposable is equivalent to a notion used in [Hi] as 
the following lemma says. 
L e m m a 2. The family (Xa | a £ A) of subsets of a topological space X is 
sbd —o-decomposable if and only if it is point-countable, and there is a a-scattered 
base for it. 
P r o o f . It is obvious that every sb<* —cr-decomposable family is point-countable 
and has a cr-scattered base. Now let (Xa \ a £ A) be point-countable with a cr-
scattered base 38 = \J38n with 38n scattered. Assign to every nonempty B £ 38 
n 
and a £ A with 5 C A'fl a natural number m(B, a) such that m(B, a) -^ m(B, b) for 
a 7- 6. Put Xanm = \J{B £ 38n \ m(B,a) = m}. The family {K a n m | a £ A} is 
disjoint and has a scattered base {B £ Bn \ m(B,a) = m,a £ A}. • 
Example from Section 2 of [Hi] shows that a disjoint family with scattered base 
need not be scattered cr-decomposable! However, we notice tha t the notions of 
sbd —cr-decornposable and scattered cr-decomposable families coincide with metrically 
discrete cr-decomposable families in metric spaces. 
L e m m a 3 . Every sbd —o-decomposable indexed family 9 in the metric space X 
is metrically discrete cr-decomposable. 
P r o o f . It is enough to show it for a disjoint family Q) with a scattered base 38. 
Thus there is a well-ordering < of 38 and there are open sets G(B) for B £ 38 such 
that B C G(B) \ \J{G(C) \C < B}. Put Bn = {x £ B \ Q(X, X \ G(B)) > \/n} for 
B £ 38 and Dn = \J{Bn \ Bn C D} for D £ 9. It follows that {Dn \ D £ 9} are 
1/n-discrete and obviously ( J { ^ n | 7i £ u;} = D. • 
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We say tha t the mapping (also multivalued) / : X —• Y preserves the indexed 
families from £?, or that it is 2?-preserving, if (f(Xa) \ a G A) is from & in Y 
whenever (A'a | a G A) is in &* in X. Lemma 3 implies that it is sufficient to 
verify tha t (f(Xa) \ a G A) is sb^ — cr-decomposable for discrete (Xa \ a G A) only, 
whenever X is metric, to get that / is sb^ — cr-decomposable preserving. 
We also recall tha t a set valued map / : X —• Y is called upper semi-continuous 
(use) if {x G X | / ( * ) fl F 7- 0} = f~l(F) is closed for every closed F C Y. A 
set-valued map is called disjoint if f(x) fl f(y) = 0 for x -^ y. 
Now we are already able to describe Cech complete spaces by a meaningful 
parametr izat ion. 
L e m m a 4. Let a topological space X admit a complete sequence of disjoint covers 
Vn fulfilling (b), (c) of Lemma 1. Then there is a complete metric space and a disjoint 
use compact-valued (usc-K) map f:M—*X such that f(M) = X and f preserves 
sbd —CT-decomposable families (f is an almost K-descriptive parametrization). 
R e m a r k . Due to Lemma 1 and the above Lemma 4 we get that every Cech 
complete space has the parametrization from Lemma 4. In fact, we get this for all 
regular "cover-complete" spaces as defined in [H2]. Let us recall tha t Z. Frolik proved 
in [Fr2] tha t paracompact Cech complete spaces are exactly those completely regular 
spaces which admit a perfect map onto a complete metric space, and notice that the 
inverse m a p to a perfect one is use-A'. 
P r o o f of Lemma 4. We first choose a cardinal K with cardinality of Vn less 
or equal to K for n = 0, 1 , . . . . We consider a complete metric on the topological 
product space M = K^ , with K = {a | a < K} taken with the discrete topology, 
such tha t the diameter of Uk(a) = {/? G M | (/?o, • •. ,/?*) = ( a o , . . . , a*)} is less 
than Sk with Sk tending to zero. We may index each Vn by elements of K SO tha t 
yn = {Vn{a) I a < K} and put Vn(a) = 0 if necessary. We define a map f: M —* X 
00 
by / ( c * o , a i , . . . ) = f| Ki(c*n). 
n = 0 
00 k 
The set {a \ / ( a ) = 0} = IJ {a | f| Vn{an) = 0} is open in M. If / ( a ) 7- 0 
fc=0 n=0 
then / ( a ) = f) Vn(an), thus / ( a ) is closed, equals f\ Vn(an) and every filter in 
n=0 n=0 
00 
f l Vn{<*n) has an accumulation point. Thus / ( a ) is compact. Let f(a) C G for 
n=0 
some open G. For any neighbourhood Uk(a) of a let us have f(Uk(a)) C\ Gc ^ 0. 
Then W = V0(a0)n.. .r\Vk(ak)r)G
c ^ 0 for every k G w. Wk is a filter base of a filter 
00 
which intersects every Yn and thus has an accumulation point x G f\ Wk C f(a) 
*=o 
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which is in the closed set Gc. This is a contradiction, and / is use. Obviously, / is 
disjoint. 
A cr-discrete base for open sets in M is formed by the sets Uk(a), k = 0, 1 , . . . , a £ 
M. The family (f(Uk(a)) \ k £ u>, a £ M) is obviously <7-scattered. Let (Ma \ a £ A) 
be a metrically discrete family in M, i.e. there is an n such that every Un(a) intersects 
at most one element of {Ma \ a £ A}. The family (f(Ma) \ a £ A) thus refines some 
disjoint unions of elements from {f(Un(a))}. It has therefore a scattered base formed 
by/(Ma)nMa). • 
To get a parametrization of Cech analytic spaces, we recall the characterization 
by a projection along a separable metric space and add a lemma which generalizes 
Lemma 7.1 from [Hi]. We shall need the generalization for the proof of Theorem 4 
later. 
Lemma 5. Let Y have a cr-scattered network, i.e. a a-scattered family 'V such 
that \J{V £ y | V C G} = G for every open subset of Y. Let f: Y -> X be 
a set-valued map (to subsets of X) which preserves sbd — a-decomposable families. 
Then the projection ir: X x Y —• X restricted to the graph G off preserves sbd — G-
decomposable families. 
We may notice immediately that the assertion of Lemma 7.1 of [Hi] follows by 
putting f(y) = X for y £ Y: 
Corollary. Let Y have a countable network. Then the projection w: X x Y —• X 
preserves sbd — o-decomposable families. 
In fact, Lemma 7.1 of [Hi] concerns also relatively topologically discrete <r-
decomposable families. We omitted the assertion for them, because we are not 
going to use it here. However it follows similarly as the one stated above. 
P r o o f of Lemma 5. Let y = \jyn where yn are scattered. Let {Sa \ a £ A} 
be a scattered family in G (it is enough to investigate images of such a family to 
get the assertion for all sb<j — ^-decomposable families). Let Ga be open subsets 
of X x Y such that Sa C Ga\ \J{Gp \ /3 < a} for a £ A with a suitable well-
ordering < of A. Put Savn = {s £ Sa | s £ U x Vn C Ga for some open U C 
X}. Then {*(SaVn) \ a £ A} is scattered in f(Vn) for Vn £ yn,n £ u. Let 
{W(Vn, k) | Vn £ rn,k £ u} be an sbd - ^-decomposition of (f(Vn) \ Vn £ yn), i.e. 
oo 
{W(Vn,k) I Vn £ yn} are disjoint with a scattered base and f(Vn) = | J W(Vn,k). 
fc = 0 
Then {^(Savn) H W(Vn,k) \ a,Vn £ yn} is disjoint with a scattered base in X for 
n, k fixed. The sets Tank = 1J x(Savn) O IV(Vn, k) are disjoint with a scattered 
vneyn 
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base for n, k fixed and since w(Sa) = (J Tank, they form the desired decomposition. 
n,k 
• 
We may now summarize our observations using the following definition. It coin-
cides with Hansell's one due to Lemma 2. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. We say that a topological space X is almost K-descriptive (or 
"scat tered-K-analyt ic") if there is a complete metric space and an use-A' map / : 
M —• X such tha t f(M) = X and / preserves the sb^ — cr-decomposable families, 
i.e. if there is an almost A'-descriptive parametrization as defined above. If / may 
be chosen a continuous map, X is called almost descriptive. 
T h e o r e m 1. Every Cech analytic space is almost K descriptive. Moreover, 
any Cech complete space can be parametrized by a disjoint almost K-descriptive 
parametrization (it is "scattered-K-Luzin"). 
P r o o f . It follows immediately from the recalled characterization of Cech com-
plete spaces by complete sequences of open covers and from Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 
tha t a Cech complete space admits an almost A'-descriptive parametrization which 
is disjoint. The assertion on Cech analytic spaces follows from the characterization 
of a Cech analytic space as a projection of a Cech complete space along a separable 
metric space, from Lemma 5, and from the just proved property of Cech complete 
spaces. D 
R e m a r k . We may notice that the A'-almost descriptive parametrization with 
a complete metric domain cannot be always formed in such a way that it pre-
serves the scattered ^-decomposable families. Namely, let / : M —• [O.UJI) be such 
a parametr izat ion of the Cech complete (scattered) space [0,u>i). Let us choose 
ya < u>i and xa G M for a < uq so that ya is the last element of f(xa),ya < yp 
if a < /3. This is possible because each compact set in [0,uq] is countable. Let 
L = {xa | a < u q } , X -= {ya \ a < u q } . The space X is homeomorphic to [0,uq). 
We may thus suppose that we have a 1 — 1 parametrization of [0 ,CJI ) which is a 
continuous function from the metric space L. But ({x a }) is a scattered, and thus 
(Lemma 3) a cr-discrete, family. Thus all disjoint families in L and so in [0,u>i) 
are scattered ^-decomposable. The example from [Hi] mentioned after the proof of 
Lemma 2 contradicts the last property of X. 
However, we may get "nicer" parametrizations from Cech complete, instead of 
complete metric, spaces. We show in Lemma 8 that any completely regular almost 
Ii-descriptive space is a continuous image of a Cech complete space by a map which 
preserves sb<* — ^-decomposable families. 
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2 . A L M O S T A ' - D E S C R I P T I V E SPACES 
Recall tha t a topological space is called analytic (point-analytic in [FHi]) if it is 
a continuous image of a complete metric space by a mapping which preserves dis-
cretely cr-decomposable families (with discrete in the topological sense; topologically 
discretely cr-decomposable is equivalent to metrically cr-discretely decomposable in 
metric spaces) . It is well known that analytic is equivalent to K-analytic in the case 
of metric topologies. In fact a more general sufficient condition for this equivalence 
can be found in [GP] . Metric K-analytic spaces are exactly those metric spaces which 
are Suslin (&) in their completion ([H2]) or in any metrizable embedding (called ab-
solutely analytic in [Hi]), or which are Suslin (&) in every Cech complete space 
([Fr3]). Thus , due to Lemma 3, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The following properties of a metric space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is almost K-descriptive; 
(b) X is analytic; 
(c) X is a Suslin (&) subset in a complete metric embedding; 
(d) X is a Suslin (&) subset in every metrizable embedding (absolute Suslin in 
[FraD; 
(e) X is Suslin (2f) in a Cech complete space (3f stands for zero sets); 
(f) X is Cech analytic. 
P r o o f . It is well-known that (b) <-> (c) <-> (d) • (a) <£-> (6) by Lemma 3 and the 
above mentioned fact that metric I\-analytic spaces are analytic . For (d) => (e) see 
([Fr3], Theorem 4) . Since obviously (e) .=> ( / ) , it remains to use Theorem 1 to show 
tha t ( / ) => (a). • 
Now we will study the class of general almost I\-descriptive spaces. We recall 
a result from [Hi] (Theorem 4.1) and add two "absolute descriptive" properties 
of almost I\'-descriptive spaces which are partially contained in the proof of that 
theorem. We say tha t X C Y has the Baire property in the topological space Y if 
X = (G\C)U(GUD) with G open and C, D of the first category in Y, and X has 
the Baire property in the restricted sense if, for each E C Y, X C\ E has the Baire 
property in E. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let X be an almost K-descriptive space. Then 
(a) X has the Baire property in the restricted sense in any topological embedding; 
(b) X £ Suslin ((& A &)s) where (& A ^ ) , stands for the class of all unions of 
scattered families of sets from & A& = {F C\G \ F £ &,G £&} in any topological 
embedding; 
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(c) there are a cardinal K = [0, K) and sets Sa\n G & A # for a | n = (cr0 , . . . , 
crn_i) G «
n such that 
* = U { f l { 5 < ' i « i n G w } i < T e ' c " ' } 
and {S a |n I <T | n G «
n} are cr-scattered for n E u> in any topological embedding. We 
write X G Suslins(& A&). 
P r o o f . The assertion (a) is claimed by the above mentioned Theorem 4.1 in 
[Hi]. The assertion (b) is proved in its proof. We sketch the proof of (c) because it 
is not contained in the proof of (b) explicitly. 
Let / : M —> X be an almost K-descriptive parametrization of X and let A' C / ' . 
Let ^ be a <r-discrete base for the complete metric space M and ^/n = {U G 
ty/ | U ^ 0 and diam U < l/n} for n G u;. Since ^/n is cr-discrete in M, we 
oo 
can write f(U) = (J (f(U))m for each U G Wn such that {/(U))m | U G <?/n} is 
m=0 
disjoint and has a scattered network @m = {-9
n(U, m,a) | a G ^4n,U G ^/n} for 
?n G a; and sufficiently large An (many Bn(U, m,a)) may be empty). By Lemma 
2.3 from [Hi] we can find scattered collections {H(B) \ B G &m} of & A # sets 
in V such that H C H(B) C 5 y for each B G ̂ n and m G u>. We define sets 
H(B°(U0,m0,a0),...,H
n(Un,mn,an)) = ft H(H'(Ut, m t, a t)) if U^i C Uiyi = 
t=0 
0 , . . . , n— 1, and put H(B°(Uo> m0, c*0),..., B
n(Un, mn , an)) = 0 otherwise. We 
choose a sufficiently large cardinal K = [0, K) and embeddings l.pt of the admissible 
triples ( f / t ,m t ,a t ) into K. We identify //(£?°(Uo,m0, a 0 ) , . . . , £J
n, t/n, mn , a n ) ) with 
^Kn+i) if ^o = ^o(f/o,m0 ,a0), . . . , <rn = <pn(Un)mn,an), and put S<-|(n+i) = 0 
otherwise. Now we claim that 
x={j{r\{s°\»\ne"}\a€KW}-
The inclusion C is obvious. Let x G f) Sa\n = p | H(H
0(U0, m0, a 0 ) , . . . , 
__ n=0 n=0 
£ n ( U n , m n , a n ) ) . Thus t / ) ^ C Ui for i = 0, ..., n — 1 and we know that 
H(Bi(UiY,mi,ai)) C £'(£/,, m t , a t ) . Thus z G H(B
i(Ui}mi,ai)) C £'(U t
K , m t, a t) 
_ oo 
C (/(I/i ) ) m / C / ( f / t )
r . Now {*} = f| Un and x G /(*) due to the fact that / is 
n=0 
use-A'. D 
We further establish the following properties of the class of almost K-descriptive 
spaces. 
Theo rem 2. (a) The union of the a-scattered family of almost K-descriptive 
subspaces is almost K-descriptive. 
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(b) Countable products of almost K-descriptive spaces are almost K-descriptive. 
Countable intersections of almost K-descriptive subspaces are almost K-descriptive. 
(c) The result of the Suslin operation working on almost K-descriptive subspaces 
is an almost K-descriptive space. 
(d) Every closed subspace of an almost K-descriptive space is almost K-descriptive. 
(e) Every open subspace of an almost K-descriptive completely regular space is 
almost K-descriptive. 
P r o o f , (a) The assertion follows by taking the parametrizations fa : Ma —* Xa 
for each almost K-descriptive space Xa C X from the <r-scattered family and taking 
the discrete sum J2 Ma of their domains for the domain of the new parametrization 
/ defined by fa on Ma. 
(b) Let / n : Mn —> Xn be almost I\-descriptive parametrizations of Xn. Put 
/ ( m i , n i2 , . . .) = [7 / n ( m n ) for the parametrization of J ] Xn from the complete met-
ric space M = n ^ n - Let {N a} be a discrete family in M. Then there is an open 
cover % of M each element of which intersects at most one Na. We may suppose tha t 
the open sets from the cover W are of the form G\ x G2 x . . . Gk x f ] M/ with k ^ 1 
i>k 
and the sets G{ from a cr-discrete open base 38i of M,. Then f(38\ x 382 x ... x 38k x 
Y\ Mi) is an sb^ — cr-decomposable family and thus f(Na) has a countable decompo-
sition to (f(Na))k = /(Na) nu{/(-9i X...XH, x n ^ o i n ^x n M.nNa^0 
/>A: i^k l>k 
and Bi G 38i} which, for a fixed k, are sbj — cr-decomposable, too. 
To get the result for a countable intersection of subspaces we similarly put 
/ ( m i , 77l2,...) -[\fn(mn). 
n 
(c) let S — IJ { p | {Sa\n I 7i G w} I a G to"} with Sa\n almost A'-descriptive subsets 
of X. We define a subset Y of X x uw by 
Y = f]{[j{(Salnx{a\a\n = a\n})\ae^}\neu;}. 
Then S is the projection of Y along UJ" and thus it is almost A'-descriptive if Y is 
almost A'-descriptive due to Lemma 5. But Y is almost A'-descriptive by (a) and 
( b ) -
(d) I f / : M —> X is an almost A'-descriptive parametrization of X and F is closed 
in A', then g: M —* F defined by g(m) = / ( m ) fl F is an almost A'-descriptive 
parametrizat ion of F. 
(e) Let G be an open subset of the almost A'-descriptive space X that is completely 
regular. Let K be a compactification of X and H an open subset of K such tha t 
H D X = G. The set H is almost A'-descriptive by Theorem 1, X is almost A'-
descriptive by the assumption and thus G is almost A'-descriptive due to (b). • 
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We may notice the following fact. 
L e m m a 6. The a-scattered unions of Borel subsets of an almost K-descriptive 
completely regular space are almost K-descriptive together with their complements. 
P r o o f . Let Ba C Ga\\J{Gb \ b < a} be Borel sets and let Ga be open sets for 
a from some well-ordered A. Then the family (Ga \[j {Gb \ b < a}) \ Ba, a e A, is 
a scattered family of Borel and thus almost K-descriptive subsets . Thus their union 
are almost It-descriptive as well as their union with the closed subset X\\JGa. • 
Now we s ta te a characterization of general almost I\-descriptive completely regular 
spaces . 
T h e o r e m 3 . X is a completely regular almost K-descriptive space if and only if 
one and then necessarily all of the following representations ofX in a compactification 
K of X take place: 
(a) X = U { fl {S*\n I n e u>} | (7 e KW } where Sa\n are in ? A <£ = {F D G \ F e 
&, G e <£} with {Sa\n | a e * " } a-scattered. We write X e Suslins(& A # ) in this 
case. 
(b) X = U { 0 {sr\n \ n e w} \ r e w"} where ST\n are scattered unions of sets 
from & A <S. We write X G Suslin ((& A &)8) in this case. 
(c) X = U { fl {Sr\n \ n e w} | r e uw} with ST\n from the a-algebra @os of 
a-scattered unions of Borel subsets of K. 
P r o o f . Let K be a compactification of the almost A'-descriptive space X. 
Then, according to Proposition 2, X fulfils (a), (b), (c). The space X from (a), (b), 
or (c), respectively, is almost K-descriptive due to Theorem 2. 3&as is a O"-algebra 
to Lemma 6. * • 
R e m a r k . We will show that the class of sets which arise by the Suslin operation 
from sets which are Borel or scattered (from E) or completements of scattered (from 
E c ) , i.e. sets from Suslin (38 U E U E c ) in a compact space A', is not the class of all 
A'-descriptive subspaces of K. 
Let K = [0,u>i] x [0, 1]. Let S C [0,u;i] be such that 5 is not Cech analytic. This is 
possible as seen from the following example . Then S x [0, 1] cannot be contained in 
Suslin ( ^ U E U E C ) in K. If it were then Sx [0,1] = {JDSr\n with ST\n 6 ^ U E u E
e . 
If we replace all ST\n from E by ST\n = 0 and ST\n from E
c by [0,u>i] x [0, 1], then 
S = U n ^ | n differes from S x [0,1] by omitting at most countably many points 
from each {x} x [0,1]. Here ST\n = ST\n if 5 r j n ^ E U E
c . Thus S projects onto 5 
and it follows that S is Cech analytic. This is a contradiction. 
The following example was shown to me by J. Pelant. 
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E x a m p l e . There is a subset S of [0, u>i] which is not Cech analytic. 
P r o o f . Cech analytic spaces in [0,uq] are exactly the sets which arise by the 
Suslin operation applied to Borel sets. Obviously, the same is true for [0,u;i) and we 
shall show tha t there is a non-Cech analytic subset of [0,u;i). The main point is to 
prove 
L e m m a 7. Every set from y(&U&) in [0,u;i) which is stationary (i.e. intersects 
each closed unbounded subset of[0,uji)) contains a closed unbounded subset. 
Then we use the existence of two disjoint stationary sets in [0,u!i), see [Fo], and 
Lemma 7 shows that they cannot be Cech analytic. • 
P r o o f of Lemma 7. For a closed set the assertion is trivial. 
Let G be an open subset of [0,u>i) which is stationary. Then Go = G \ { isolated 
ordinals from [0,u>i)} is stationary, too. We may define a map / : Go —• [0,u>i) by 
/ ( a ) = min{/? | [/?, a] C G } . Since G is open and the elements of Go are not isolated, 
we get f(ct) < a. Again by [Fo] such a map assumes a constant value on a stationary 
(thus unbounded) G0O C Go- Consequently, G contains a closed unbounded set 
[<*o,wi). 
Let S — IJ { p | {ST jn | n G w} | r E w
w } with each 5T jn either closed or open. 
Denote TT jn = (J { f) {Sa\m | m ^ n } | c r | n = r | n } . If TT |n is not stationary, then, 
for some r n + i , T T | n + 1 is stationary. Thus also ST |n+i is staionary and contains a 
closed unbounded FTjn+i. In this way we may get a sequence r and closed unbounded 
sets FT-jn+i C -SV|n+i • The intersection f] FT\n is closed unbounded and is contained 
n 
in S. (We have used the fact that the intersection of countably many closed un-
bounded sets in [0,u>i) is a closed unbounded set and thus also any countable union 
of non-stationary sets is not stationary.) D 
It is proved in [K], [JNR] that every Cech analytic space is either cr-scattered, or 
contains a non-empty compact perfect subset. Using another method R.W. Hansell 
showed in [Hi] the same for continuous images of Cech analytic spaces by maps that 
take scattered sets to cr-scattered ones. We may show the following. 
T h e o r e m 4 . Let X be an almost K descriptive completely regular space. Then 
X is either a-scattered, or contains a compact perfect set. 
P r o o f . It follows from Theorem 5.4.(a) of [Hi] and the following Lemma • 
L e m m a 8. Let X be a completely regular almost K-descriptive space. Then 
there is a Cech complete space Y and a continuous map f from Y onto X which 
preserves the sbd —<r-decomposable families. 
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P r o o f . Let / : M —* X be an almost A-descriptive pararnetrization of A'. Let 
tf/n be a complete sequence of open covers of M with ^/n consisting of sets with 
diameter less than 1/n. Then the families Vn = {G C\ (X x Un) \ Un £ ^ „ } form a 
complete sequence of open covers of the graph G of / . Due to Lemma 5, X is the 
continuous image of the Cech complete space G by the projection which preserves 
sbd — cr-decomposable families. • 
Due to the definition via a pararnetrization, we could get for almost A'-descriptive 
spaces, and thus for all Cech analytic spaces, results analogous to the first separation 
principle (separation from a Suslin (&) set), measurability of graph of some maps 
to metric spaces, . . . s imilar ly as e.g. in [FHi], [FH2], . . . . The essential difference 
with respect to the theory developed in [FHi] and [FH2] is that almost K-descriptive 
spaces are not necessarily Suslin (&). Thus we do not get simple characterization 
of sets which are almost A'-descriptive together with their complements from the 
separation principle. Neither do we know if disjoint families of subsets with all unions 
almost A'-descriptive in a compact space I\ are necessarily sb<* — cr-decomposable 
(cf. the problem formulated in ([Hi], p. 48) for I\-descriptive spaces). 
3. A L M O S T A ' - D E S C R I P T I V E BANACH SPACES 
This section is a slight strengthening of an interesting result from [JNR]. Together 
with results from [N] and [Hi], it gives a new characterization of a-fragmented Banach 
spaces. 
Before we state and prove our result, we recall the definitions of some notions 
needed in the sequel which were not defined above. 
A topological space X is said to be a-fragmented by the metric g if for every e > 0 
there are subspaces Xn, n = 1 ,2 , . . . with X = (J {Kn | n = 1 , 2 , . . . } , and for any 
n £ N and any non-empty subset Y C Xn there is a relatively open G in Y which 
is non-empty and has a D-diameter less than e (we say also that Xn is e-fragmented 
and X is a — e-fragmented by g in such a case). 
Recall further that a space X is fragmented by a metric if it is ^-fragmented for 
every e > 0. 
A metric o is lower semi-continuous on the topological space X if {(x, y) £ X x X \ 
g(x, y) > r} is open for every r >̂ 0. 
A set S C X is called an e-tree for the metric g if S = {x(s) \ s £ {0, 1}^,^ £ N} 
and for each £ >̂ 0 and each sequence s £ {0, 1}^ the sets 
c\x{x(t) I (t I (/-f 1)) = (s , i ) and / has lenght ^ *+} with i = 0 and i = 1 are 
separated by a D-distance e. 
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Now we prove the following lemma repeating almost word by word the proof of 
Lemma 6.10 from [JNR]. Due to the change of the assumption in [JNR] that Z is 
Cech-analytic we have to do only minor adaptations. 
Lemma 9. If a completely regular almost K-descriptive space X is not <r-
fragmented by a lower semi-continuous metric D, then there is an e > 0 and a 
relatively compact e-tree for g in X. 
We introduce the proof of this lemma at the end of this paper since the reader 
may find it more convenient than to indicate the necessary changes only. 
First we state some conclusions which follow from it. The proof of Theorem 6A 
in [JNR] uses the assumption that the space is Cech analytic only to prove the 
statement of the above lemma. Thus we may restate all Theorem 6.1 from [JNR] 
for almost Iv-descriptive spaces. We formulate only one equivalence which we are 
mainly interested in. 
Theorem 5. Let g be a lower semi-continuous metric on completely almost K-
descriptive space. Then X is cr-fragmented by g if and only if each compact subset 
of X is fragmented by g. 
The following theorem follows from Theorem 1.6 of [Hi] and Theorem 1.2 of [N]. 
Theorem 6. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following properties of a sub-
space Y of X with its weak topology are equivalent: 
(a) Y is <T-fragmented by the norm; 
(b) y is almost descriptive; 
(c) y is almost K-descriptive. 
R e m a r k . Due to Example 8.5 of [JNR], £& is a Banach space which is not 
almost K-descriptive in the weak topology. 
P r o o f of Lemma 9. Due to Theorem 3(a) the almost K-descriptive completely 
regular space X is in Susl in , (^ A <£) in some compactification X. Thus 
x={j{r\{s°\"\ne»}\<reK"} 
with each set Sa\n G & A # and with {Sa\n | (7n_i G K} being (T-scattered. Write 
X°\n ~ {J{f]{Sr\m | ™ € U } \ T € KU, <T | 71 = T \ 71} 
for each finite sequence <r \ n = (<T0, . . . ,<rn~\) of elements of K = [0,«). Put 
Xa\0 = X for any <r. Since X is not ^--fragmented by g, we can choose e > 
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0 such tha t X is not the countable union of subspaces Xn each of which is e-
fragmented (i.e. X is not a — e-iragmen ted). We describe an inductive choice of fam-
ilies {By\r} of subsets of X and {s 7 | r } of finite sequences of positive integers, each 
indexed by a finite sequence 7 | r = ( 7 0 , . . . , 7 r - i ) with 7, = 0 or 1 for 0 <̂  i ^ t — r , 
statisfying the following conditions (r ^ 1): 
(i) Ba\0 = Xa\0\ 
(ii) By\r is relatively closed subset of Xs.r which is contained in H7|(r_i). 
(iii) By\r cannot be written as a countable union of ^-fragmented sets; 
(iv) B7|r has length r; 
(V) 57l(r+l) I r = S7|r5 
(vi) MB?|rC.B^:*cS ,_ | r ; 
(vii) the sets H7jr 0
X and By\ri
X are disjoint and their intersections with X are 
separated by a D-distance greater than ^e. 
We first take B$ = X and suppose that for some r ^ O we have chosen By\t, sy\t} 
0 ^ t ^ r so as to satisfy the conditions (ii) to (vi). 
Now, removing from i?7 j r all relatively open subsets which are a — e-fragmented, 
we get C 7 | r C i? 7 | r which is non-empty relatively closed in P7|r, and no non-empty 
relatively open subset of C 7 j r is a — e-fragmented. Thus C 7 | r has diameter at least € 
and we can choose points c 7 | r 0 ,
 c7|r,i in C7|r that are at D-distance greater than \e. 
(Here we have used Theorem 4.1 of [JNR] or Lemma 10 below.) 
Since g is lower semi-continuous on X we can choose open sets U7|r,o and t^y|r,i 
in X containing c 7 | r 0 and c 7 | r i , respectively, such that C/7|ro n X and U7|r>i n X 
are separated by D-distance greater than \e. Let V7|r>i and V^j^i be closed subsets 
of U7|r>o and ^7|r,i> respectively, which are neighbourhoods of c 7 | r 0 and c7 | r 1. The 
sets D^o = C 7 j r n V7|r,o and L>7|r)i = C 7 | r n V7|r,i are not a — ^-fragmented. 
Since L>7|(r+i) = IJ (
Dy(r+i) n K S | r , < - r + 1 ) and the sets K,^|r)<7r+1, <rr+i G /c, 
^r + l < K 
form a cr-scattered family, we can choose, again due to Lemma 10 below, a <rr+i = 
((T r+i)7 | ( r+i) such that F7j(r+i) = D 7 | ( r + i ) n X . 7 | r | f 7 r + I is not a — e-fragmented. Put 
B7|(r+i) = (57j r ,<T r +i) for 7 r + i = 0 or 1. 
Now F7|(r+i) C 5 ^ l ( r + 1 ) G & A ^ , say 5 ^ | ( r + 1 ) = K7|(r+i) n G 7 | ( r + 1 ) with 
F7j(r+i) G & and G 7 | ( r + i ) G *& in X. Find a non-empty relatively closed subset 
H7(r+i) °f -^7|(r+i) such that no non-empty relatively open subset of H7|(r+i) is 
a — ^-fragmented. 
We may choose arbitrarily a closed neighbourhood P7|(r+i) of an element of 
H7(r+i) contained in G 7 ( r +i) . Then H7j(r+i) = H7|(r+i) n P7|(r+i) is not <r — e-
fragmented and Bx^r+l) C 5 , ^ | ( r + l ) . 
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Now for s G {0, l } r choose any 
*(*) € U < D <57K 1̂  = °' • • • H ? € {0,1}W and 7 I r = *} . 
The family {#(«)} is a relatively compact ^£-tree for g. • 
L e m m a 10. Let 5 ( a ) , a < K, be a a-scattered (or scattered a-decomposable) 
cover of a non-a — e-fragmented S. Then there is a 0 < K such that S(a0) is not 
a — e-fragmented. 
P r o o f . Let us suppose that S(a) is a - ^-fragmented for every a < K. Thus 
there are S(a, n) which are ^-fragmented and such that 5 ( a ) = IJ { 5 ( a , n) \ n G N} 
for a < K. Moreover, we may suppose that { 5 ( a , n ) | a < K} are scattered. The 
union Sn of the scattered family {S(a, 7i) | a < K} is e-fragmented. (Let T C Sn be 
non-empty. Let < n be a well-ordering of K such that (J S(a, n) are relatively open 
oc<(5 
in Sn. We find the first a 0 in [0, K) with respect to < n such that T D S(a0,n) -j-- 0, 
and find a relatively open non-empty subset G C T C\ S(a0,n) of diameter less than 
e. It is relatively open in Sn due to our choice of < n . 
Thus S = IJSn is a — ^-fragmented, which is a contradiction. • 
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